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Wave particles intei'actions prevent low energy cosmic rays
from propagating at velocities much faster than the Alfvcn
velocity, reducing their rant;c by a «factor of order 50.
Tlicrcfore, sunornovac remnants cannot fill the neutral portions
of the interstellar medium with 2 MoV cosmic rays.

1. Introduction. Several authors (Snitxer and Toaasko, 1969, hereafter refer-
red to as ST, Snitxer and Scott, J969, Xiold ct al., 1969, Goldsmith*cu
al.» 1969) have assumed that low energy cosiaic rays (of energy less than
10 MeV) are responsible for heating.and ionizing the interstellar medium.

ST proposed that type 1 supernova rennants could establish the required
density of low energy cos:nic rays in the interstellar space. Their suggestion
was principally based on energy considerations, plus the fact that the velo-
city of expansion of type I supernova shells is that of 2 MeV protons. ST
•fxirther argued that, since a 2 i-'eY proton can travel several hundreds parsccs
in interstellar medium before losing its energy, cosmic rays would spread
throughout: space.

In this communication, we point out that when the effect of the galactic
magnetic field on the propagation of the cosmic rays is considered, the effec-
tives range of these particles is reduced fron ST's estimate by a factor of
order'50. Therefore, supcrnovae cannot till the interstellar medium with
2 MeV cosmic, rays. The relation of this result to light element nucleosynthe-
sis in the galaxy, as well as other possibilities for cosmic ray heating of
the interstellar medium, are discussed in section IV.

•

?.. Streaming; instahi 1 i ty. Cosmic, rays vhich stream through a magnctoplasma
.faster than the Alfvon velocity, generate hydrorangnctic waves of wavelength
icoraparable to'their I/armor radii. These waves in turn scatter the cosmic rays
•in pitch angle, and reduce their bulk velocity to a few times the Alfvcn
[velocity (Kulsrud and J.'earce, 1969, hereafter referred as KP, Wcnf/.cl, 1969).

! Even if the. cosmic rays were ejected from their sources at greater
!cnceds, they would slow down to <v the Alfven velocity in a very short time. '
To demonstrate this, let us consider a simple one-dimensional model. Vie
.assume a uniform field B « 3.10"̂  gauss. Since, the growth rate-is maximum
£or waves propagating parallel to the magnetic field, we only take those into
account,

i
i, Following, Kulsrud and Cesarsky (1971), we. consider a coswic ray beam
'streaming along field, with a momentum distribution

F » î?op"~
q for p>Pj

where vt is the momentum of a 2 MeV proton. The cor.mic rays arc isotropic in
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a frame moving at a velocity Vp with respect to the ambient medium. The
rate of the waves interacting vith 2 McV cosmic.rays is Riven by

P 2L c n CH / i
CR a 4 o n * ~ V.- ';

A.

where N--, « number of cosmic rays with energy above 2 MeV/cm-*
CK

« « e B /meo o

B is the strength of the magnetic field, and

in the innss of a. proton ;
n*" the density of ionized particles,

. c « q " 3 , and
q-2

V. is the Alfvcn velocity.
—7 —3We take K,.0 - 10 eta , corresponding to a hydrogen ionization rate of

; • . *•«

'of C»?.10~ sec"" in the interstellar medium. We also take n « 0.03 cm ,
q = 4.5 and B = 3 UG ; then, V « 37.8 km/sec.

! We estimate the time scale for decreasing the bulk velocity of the
cosmic rays, by equating the momentum lost by the cosmic rays to that
'gained by the waves. The moracntur.» associated vith the streaming of the
cosmic rays is equal to N . roV,, ; the nouentum of the waves resonating
vith them is equal to thcccncrgy'density in waves. W, divided by \'.
So :

1 VS.. rt. „
V Iff * n NCR

.and since

we oh ta in

! » V— si —

; 3 t * L- V V
where

„ 2 » NCUVACG

V

'If, 'at t sO, V = V^and W ='V/i', 'at a time t we have :

Wovi 7T- cxp (-OW )
VR(t) » —^_ ^



M is determined by the initial conditions :

V « W. + N__ V. V. ino i CR A i
* 9.Take V. - 10 cta/scc. A lower limit to W. would be the energy of waves in thermal

'cquilioriio with the background medium :

where the wave number k = 1.5 10 cm for waves interacting with particles
of 2 MeV. If KT « 1 cV, the time for V to become equal to 1/10 of V is :

v
/ W. ÏA i

t £ - J_( J_il)=3.10
6 sec.

a W o o i
Therefore, even if the initial bulk velocity is large, it will decrease to
«early the neutral velocity in a tenth of a year.
• • *

3. Kanj-c of a ?. MeV cosmic rav. We want to evaluate the distance . at which
a 2 MeV cosmic ray will propagate from its source before losing its energy
to the medium.

It turns out that in the model considered here, damping has a negligible
effect on the steady streaming velocity. Waves arc dissipated principally by
'the collisions between ncxitral and charged particles in the interstellar
.medium (K?). If the ionized part of the interstellar mediira is mostly hydrogen,
the. damping rate is P * = 1.53 x 10'"~9 «n sec"1 if the temperature is T « 100°K,
it increases slowly with T up to 8.4.10-9 nH sec"

1 for T - lO^K (Kulsrud and
Cesarsky 1971). Tn a steady state, if nn s J cnT3,(yJi - A » 0.015 to 0.085 ;
'•• *VA
thus, the relative velocity between the medium and the cosmic rays is almost
equal to V..

'Since the rate of diffusion is much faster along the line of force than
:porpcndicular to them, we can treat the problem in one dimension. Let
•be the life time of a 2 MeV cosmic ray in the medium considered. In first
^approximation, we can write the diffusion equation for the cosmic rays as :

i vS-fe »-I *so *<*>-*
*

•vhcrc z is the distance to the source along a tube of force, and S is the
(strength of the source.

I Vie have :

i
•consequently

—'& — y. v»j . ' • A

dz + A

- 2 v
VA

:The mean range of the particles is

L, « 2 VA T» 2 LQ ̂J « 8.55 pc
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where !• is the stopping It-ngth due to ionization losses in a gas of density

n » 1 erf3 : J. : 570 pc (Palgarno and Me Cray 1972) and V is the velocity of
A 2 McV proton : 2 x 10̂  era/see.

This calculation assumed that the spectrum of ' the particles is indepen-
dent of z. In fact, because of the energy dependence of the ionization losses,
the spectrum will flatten as one gets away from the source. To see this, we
write a more exact diffusion equation :

p ap
Neglecting dynamical effects, we can find a stationary solution to this
equation. Since the cosmic rays effectively stream at VA> we can write it as

where we have written the ionization losses of a fast particle as
i i> v

JThe solution is :

VA

E -f'For an injection spectrum of the form SK<(~-) , where E is the kinetic
jenergy and E0 = 2 MeV : *o

F(B,7.) « —

. At a distance z from the source, the spectrum turns over at an energy
X « E ( ̂L. )?-/3 (for example, if z ~ 100 pc, E,. = 10 KcV) ; for

l- O it, • , *• •
. • •

E «K. , the spectral index of the energy spectrum is positive and equal to 0.5.

'5. Conclusion. We conclude that 2 MeV cosmic ray can fill the neutral por-
tions of the interstellar ncdiuia only if their sources are separated from
each other by a distance - 200 pc. Supernovac and flare stars are not numerous
cnou&h hut magnetic stars may he a good candidate.

Alternatively, if low energy cor.mic rays are generated by sources that
'are distant from each others by more than 200 pc, the interstellar spectrum
should exhibit a turn over around 10 HeV, This has interesting consequences.
,We recall, that, in the introduction, ve stated' that low energy cosmic rays
ihavc been proposed as sources of heating and ionization of the interstellar
(medium. The total rate of heating and ionization is proportional to the power
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input in low energy cosmic rays, alwost independently of their mean energy or
their spectrum (ST). In the recent past, this hypothesis has been put into
question, because it predicted a higher population of doubly ionized states
of certain ions than vas observed by the Copernicus satellite (Ucishoit and Tar-
ter 1973, Meszaro$19?3). It appears now possible that charge exchange reactions
between doubly ionised ions and neutral hydrogen can depopulate these states,
and reconcile the observations with the cosmic ray ionisation theories
(Stciguian 1974, ColHn-Souftrin 1975).

Low energy cosnic rays, v i th energies higher than considered here, are
believed to be rer.ponr.ible for the nucleosynthesis of light elements Li, Be,
B (Henep.u7.zi ct al~ 1973, Mt-nej;uz7.i and Kccves 1975). Only one isotope of
these elements, Li vhich has a very low production threshold (9 McV/nuc) 7
'is still a problem. i-tencguzaj and Hecves (1973) f ind that the formation of Li
could also he accounted for if a low energy component is superimposed to the
galactic cosraic ray spectrum. However, to obtain the desired rate of formation
of Li without getting too high a value of Ç , these authors tr.ust postulate
that the low energy part of the spectrum has a cut off in the range 5-10 McV.
1,'c givo here a natur.il explanation for this cut off; thus ve show that inter-
stellar production of Li is compatible with heating and ionization of the
interstellar medium by low energy cosmic rays.

I thank Russell Kolsrud and Maurice Meneguzzi for helpful discussions.
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